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A Kiss
 
A kiss, simple though it seems!
A kiss, it is the stuff of dreams!
A kiss, contains the beauty of the world!
A kiss, can break the heart of this girl!
A kiss, is like an angel from above!
A kiss, can show all of my love!
A kiss, when it's from him is heaven!
A kiss, is that how it all begins?
A kiss, nothing could be more true!
A kiss, is perfect coming from you!
 
Samantha Williams
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A Love Unknown
 
Loving you is so hard to describe,
But what i feel now is just so great.
The way you make me smile no matter what
And how your sweet words mend my broken heart.
I'll cry for you,
I'll die for you.
I try to find the words
but when i talk to you they will not come out.
The feelings there
So deep you can't see
How much you really mean to me.
I don't know how I fallen this way
I have never even met you
but your words stole my heart
and is feeling up my soul.
Till the day you discover my secert,
This for you will remain a love unknown....
 
Samantha Williams
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A Million Tears
 
They flow down my cheeks
As quickly as rain
So many thoughts in my head
Shooting as fast as a train
One loving heart broke into two
All because I fell in love
All because of you
I don't know if you care
Care like I do
I cry everynight
And everyday
Hoping in my heart
You'll come back to stay
You're moving on
With somebody new
I can't do the same
I'm to hooked on you
So all I can do is sit here and cry
I've cried about a million tears wondering
why oh why
 
Samantha Williams
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A Peaceful World
 
Do you ever wonder what life would
Be like with a peaceful world?
I do, and I have dreamed of having
A peaceful place to live without a worry being attacked.
Not ever having a worry like that,
Wouldn't that be great not having to see another heart broken
By losing a loved one because they had to go to war,
Or being killed because we were attacked.
Not having to worry any member of anybody in the army of
Any troop becoming a prisoner of war
Because they got captured
By some people that was upset and real angry with something or
Someone had done to them.
If you have never wondered about a peaceful world.
Maybe you need to think about it.
You will be surprised at what you wonder from time to time.
 
Samantha Williams
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A Place To Go
 
There is a place to go when im sad
a place to go when im mad
 
a place to go when im glad
a place to go when i feel scared and lonely
 
that place is special to me
that place is in my moms heart
 
where she will always tolerate me
she will always love me
 
and she will always forgive me
that is why my moms heart
 
is the place to be
 
Samantha Williams
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A Poem
 
Despite my previous misconnceptions
and all of my past recollections
I have fallen in love once more
and this gentleman I most assuredly adore.
Such must be this poor lady's fate,
for it is simply a matter I can not debate
I have given myself over to his affections
despite all my ongoing fears of rejection.
As time doth progress in it's own way
it can not seem to cause my love to sway
So I must declare to whatever is above
I thank you very kindly for delivering me to
love.
 
Samantha Williams
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A Prayer
 
I pray Lord that you'll restrain me
When someone lashes out to hurt
Don't allow me to bid revenge
But teach me to avert
 
Teach me to love unconditionally
Teach me always to care
Teach me to teach good things
Things that will always be there
 
I pray for wisdom that will bring peace,
I pray for the understanding that will bring love,
I pray for heavenly blessings
that will come from our Father above.
 
Bless me with faith, O Lord
To make this prayer come true
Bless me with the strength and courage, O Lord
To follow after you.
 
Samantha Williams
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A Scared Little Girl
 
A little girl
she lives in fear
of the return
of her mothers tears
 
She's asleep
but she always hears
the hits the slaps
and all the beer
 
He comes home late
and leaves her early
they never have time
to share their dearly
 
At school she ponders
if he is sober
and wil her heart
sink even lower
 
That night he come
drunk as ever
not knowing that
he's scarred her forever
 
Samantha Williams
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Am I Alone
 
Am I alone in this big world
Am I the only one with thes thoughts and feelings
If not then where is everyone else
I need someone to tell me I'm ok
But theres no one there
I Am Alone.
 
Samantha Williams
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At Peace
 
I feel so at peace...
To know that there is
Something good in my life!
I feel so sublime...
As though this world
Can no longer break me!
I feel so alive...
Having tasted love
Having been with you!
 
Samantha Williams
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Beautiful
 
Sprawling verdant green landscape
opening like an orchid before me.
The soft autumn sun tinting the
moutain sides with palest yellow.
The breeze washes over my skin
and soothes my aching senses.
As I drink in the colors and smells
I am aware of peace and accomplishment.
Each moment holds more discovery
and each discovery creates more wonder.
Yet the true beauty of the scene is not
held exclusively by the landscape.
Each discovery was shared and admired
together, each wonder seen in unison.
He stood beside me, and made that
moment beautiful
 
Samantha Williams
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Beautiful Things
 
Every beautiful thing in my life
Has always taken flight too soon
Left me feeling so empty.........
 
I hope it will not be thus with you
The one that has broken my cold
 
All the moments we have shared
Have given such hope for the future!
I am satiated by your very presence!
 
Samantha Williams
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Crystal Tears
 
Meanings have no use,
Thoughts are just for fun,
I'm so broken up,
It doesn't hurt me,
Anymore than you,
Did what you thouhgt,
Right at that moment,
Everything cause my heart,
To drop,
Down into the depths,
Beyond my hearty soul,
Into the crashing waves.
Of crystal tears.
 
Samantha Williams
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Dream? ?
 
Broken lady, fallen sky
Hearing echo's how they sigh
 
Sheltered giant within tin shells
Breaking arrows of bellowed hell
 
Casting demons along caved walls
Lurking, feasting, as evil calls
 
Dancing bellies, green as grass
One eyed monsters, shattering glass
 
Blazing fires, sky filled smoke
Gripping skin of pale, dare I choke
 
Awake me now, hearing the screams
Eyes wide open to this ghastly dream
 
Samantha Williams
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Dreams
 
Dreams are what live within
Within your heart
No one can take them away
No one can tear them apart
It's what you hold onto
It's what you long for
It's what can never be broken
It's what can never be tore
I dream everynight
And mostly about you
I know not all of it will happen
But some dreams do come true
If you believe in your heart
If you believe it all the way
Then those are the ones
That may come true someday
You still care about me
Or so it seems
But you won't come back to me
So I guess I'll see you in my dreams
 
Samantha Williams
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Emptiness
 
Sinking deeper
Into your emotionless world
I stumble, falter
Left behind again.....
I search across the horizon
Scanning the nothingness around me
The colors fade and dull
The air looses it's taste
I struggle towards an emptiness
That is all consuming
Living without meaning
 
You reappear
Smiling at me
Nothing changing
In the time you've traversed
Yet, I still feel the pain
Of the emptiness
You've caused in me.....
 
Samantha Williams
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Escaping
 
There is no escaping the sounding of the bell
There is no escaping your own private hell
There is no escaping those green eyes
There is no escaping the cold bitter lies
How can you escape when the memories are in your head
There is no escaping until you are breathless and dead
 
Samantha Williams
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First Sight
 
When I first saw you
I knew you were the one
The one I wanted to be with
Forever and for always
Now that I have you
I'll never let you go
For you now own
My heart and soul
 
Samantha Williams
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For You Are The One
 
For you I would climb
The highest mountain peak
Swim the deepest ocean
Your love I do seek.
For you I would cross
The rivers most wide
Walk the hottest desert sand
To have you by my side.
For you are the one
Who makes me whole
You've captured my heart
And touched my soul.
For you are the one
That stepped out of my dreams
Gave me new hope
Showed me what love means.
For you alone
Are my reason to live
For the compassion you show
And the care that you give.
You came into my life
And made me complete
Each time I see you
My heart skips a beat.
For you define beauty
In both body and mind
Your soft, gentle face
More beauty I'll ne'er find.
For you are the one
God sent from above
The angel I needed
For whom I do love.
 
Samantha Williams
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Forever Fighting
 
Will I have you
Even in my dreams
It seems i've lost you
Once again
I fought for so long
Just to have you
Just to lose you
I can't give up
I'd never give up
Never on you
I've known you forever
Just as you've known me
But we can't be together
Not till our troubles
Are gone
I hope soon
You'll come back to me
Come home
Where you truly belong
 
Samantha Williams
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Forever Mine
 
His smile shines in my heart
Upon the morning rise
Until the day becomes dark
Where the stars are jealous of his eyes
His touch so smooth and gentle through
The way he lifts me high all around
No doubts his love is forever true
Throughout time more will come down
Upon my life,
Upon my face,
To be with him as his loving wife
To live in his arms as my forever resting place
I care and I cherish His kiss
Now and always his touch I won't miss.
 
Samantha Williams
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Goodbye To My Love Poems
 
No more poems of love for me
They've dried up, what do I see?
Words of pain, of a life to be...
All of it uncertain, causing fear in me.
For it seems I am to be
Lost on you, will you become lost to me?
 
Samantha Williams
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Happiness
 
There is only one way to find true happiness
There is only one way to find true hope
You must look truly within yourself
For that is where it will always lie
For true happiness can only be seen
By those who truly believe
You can only find true happiness
If you can truly look within yourself.
 
Samantha Williams
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Help Me
 
All this hate inside of me makes me want to kill myself
I have these feelings like no one else does,
makes me want to end my life
Would anyone ever notice if I was here or not?
Would they even care?
Right now i wish my life was ending,
I have no reason to live
I feel so lonely, could someone pull me out of this dark hole?
Help Me! I need you more than ever.
 
Samantha Williams
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Hope
 
I close my eyes and release my soul,
Its wings stretch out in glory and
With one swift sweep it rises
Into the velvet azure above.
 
Immersed in the sun-drenched ocean of
Sparkling air, untainted by fear,
Clouds roll off its back like droplets,
Washing away all ties to the earth.
 
Conveyor of dreams to heaven,
On it soars, ever up towards
The golden nurturing light, provided
That I close my eyes, shut off the world outside
 
Samantha Williams
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I Am....
 
I am opening my eyes.
I see people around me rushing through life.
I hear the screams of a broken home.
I want to fix everything that goes wrong.
I dream of the perfect life.
I wish everything was the way it used to be.
I strive to do well in everything I do.
I try to make my family proud.
I am opening my eyes.
 
I need to feel loved by my family.
I can make a difference in someone's life.
I make the best of a bad situation.
I listen to the problems of my peers.
I touch the lives of those I know.
I taste victory and success in my future.
I feel the sadness of those around me.
I will love my family regardless,
of what they say or do.
I am opening my eyes.
 
Samantha Williams
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I Close My Eyes
 
I close my eyes,
and all I see is you.
Your deceitful lies,
and all of what you had to do.
 
I try to sleep,
and it all comes back.
You took what I wanted to keep,
just to please your needs
 
It's in my dreams,
each and every night.
I cry and scream,
as me and myself fight.
 
I wake up all alone,
in my bed
with the scent of your cologne,
just wishing you were dead.
 
I close my eyes,
and all I see is you.
 
Samantha Williams
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I Love You!
 
I-I'll never leave you
L-Love you till I die
O-Only you have my heart
V-Very honest to you i'll never lie
E-Eager to get married someday
Y-You are my one and only
O-only you i'll give my love
U-Understand you are the one for me
 
Samantha Williams
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I Still Dream
 
I still dream of Rome
The sights and smells
of an acient city
 
I still dream of London
The joy and discovery
that ultimatly entagled me
 
I still experience this pull
To escape my confines
and feel my wings
 
It grows stronger with
every moment and
consumes all things
 
I still dream of running
and disappearing
but now with you.
 
Samantha Williams
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I Think I'M Falling In Love
 
Everyday I think of you.
Every morning I wake with you on my mind.
Every night I dream of you.
Time after time after time.
And I think I'm falling in love.
 
You once only thought of me as a friend.
Now I hope your thoughts of me will never end.
I wait for you to make you move.
I seem to wait so long.
I'll be here patiently waiting on.
And I think I'm falling in love.
 
At first the thought of love just made me cry.
Because I've been hurt before.
But I just can't resist these feelings anymore.
Because I think I'm falling in love.
 
Samantha Williams
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I Wish
 
I wish you would finally notice me
I wish I could get you to see
That we should be together
Forever and ever
I wish on every star burning bright
I wish to hold you tight
Every night
Never leave my sight
I wish for the world to hear who I love
I wish to thank the lord up above
For hearing me
And trying to help
I wish for an unbrakable heart
I wish for one that will never fall apart
I wish to never be blue
I wish to love you
But most of all
I wish for you
 
Samantha Williams
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I Wish........
 
To be bright and beautiful!
To know all I can in this life!
To feel free and untainted!
To loose myself of everything!
 
To be asked to express my opinion!
To love of mine own accord!
To be asked to sing more often!
To understand all my emotions!
 
Samantha Williams
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I'Ll Love You Anyways
 
No matter what you say,
No matter what you do,
If the world ends tomorrow,
If the sun doesn't come up,
I'll love you anyways.
 
If you give up,
If you stop believing,
Don't ever speak another word
or shed another tear,
I'll love you anyways.
 
Regardless of what others think,
whether they like you or  hate you,
If you shut out the world,
You will still be in my heart because,
I'll love you anyways.
 
Samantha Williams
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In My Lovers Arms
 
In my lovers arms
I feel safe and warm..........
In my lovers arms
I am so very happy...........
 
In my lovers arms
I can simply be.............
In my lovers arms
Nothing can distract me.......
 
In my lovers arms
I desire nothing else..........
In my lovers arms
I could tarry for eternity.........
 
Samantha Williams
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Inspired By Writting
 
Ah, to know such devine love
such sweet passions, to be desired
by the one who holds my heart........
To be consumed by him, to know
the fullest extent of the soul.......
To be like Madillenne, to hear
her Abbie weep for his love........
Is there no greater thing in all
the wide expanses of the world?
I think not, for to know love
is to know life itself, in it's most grand form.
 
Samantha Williams
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Is It Pain Or Is It Love?
 
You yell in my face
and call me a disgrace
you're gentle and you're kind
and you always read my mind
you've slapped and
you've punched
but you're the
only man I want
you took me for rides
remember bruises I had to hide
you've choked an you've slammmed
and you've left me feeling damned
you've hurt you've critisized
don't think you'll stop until I die
I am hurt and I am alone
cause no one feels
that you are wrong
So what am I left to do
left no choice I must leave you.
 
Samantha Williams
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Just A Feeling
 
You feel it now
I know you do
A feeling inside
That speaks the truth
We were ment to be
Our hearts say so
Soon we will see
The truth we know
It's been so long
We may have forgot
The love we have
Why we fought
But soon we'll see
The truth inside
All will be ok
At least someday
 
Samantha Williams
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Just A Thought
 
Through my long and boring day
thoughts of him fill my mind...
I know that my affections won't stray
because throughout this, no fault I find...
 
I long for the moment we may reunite
and spend our time together again...
I desire our time alone, at night,
when we sip wine and talk at the King's Inn...
Yet, any place seems wonderful with him.
 
Samantha Williams
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Leaving
 
Now the time has come
To finish what we have begun.
We will pack up all our stuff,
And it will be rough.
We will laugh and cry
And not know why.
We will say goodbye
And let out a sigh.
The tears will be pouring down
And everyone will hold a frown.
The time is drawing near
And I wipe away a tear.
I always said, 'I want to grow up.'
But I think I messed that one up.
Now all I want is to stay.
Will I ever come back? I may.
As I turn from what I've always known,
I let out a small moan.
I now know what they meant by, 'Cherish friends.'
They might not always be there in the end.
 
Samantha Williams
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Lifes Hard
 
Life is hard,
we all should know.
I live in pain and misery
I get confused real easily.
I don't know what to do,
I don't know what to say.
I wake up every morning asking God to help my day.
I look out the door and here nothing but yelling,
nothing but hatered.
What should I do?
I do not know.
but one day God will let me know!
 
Samantha Williams
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Lord
 
Lord today i come to you to pray
Youve been waiting for me all these days
You never begged you never went away
You are my father therefore i am your child
Todays a different day
So father, God please just help me pray
In your name Amen
 
Samantha Williams
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Lost Love
 
I am losing you
Are you already gone
I can still feel you
But thats the strength
Of our bond
Can you hear me
What have I done
How could I lose you
Where have you gone
 
Samantha Williams
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Love
 
Meeting you
I feel there's so few
A rushy shiver
I welcome inside
All around
My frozen up mind
I feel so free
Like I could fly
I become so close
To your sparkly eye
I see life, fantasy and courage
In you
I hope you feel
The same way to
I know in the darkest doomy days
When life just seems
A changing face
I know that you are there for me
And forever eternity...
 
Samantha Williams
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Love Me
 
Love me in the Springtime, when all is green and new,
Love me in the Summer, when the sky is oh so blue,
Love me in the Autumn, when the leaves are turning brown,
Love me in the Winter, when the snow is falling down.
 
Love me when I'm happy, and even when I'm sad,
Love me when I'm good, or when I'm oh so bad,
Love me when I'm pretty, or if my face is plain,
Love me when I'm feeling good, or when I'm feeling pain.
 
Love me always darlin', in the rain or shining sun,
Love me always darlin', after all is said and done,
Love me always darlin', until all our life is through,
Love me always darlin', for I'll be lovin' you!
 
Samantha Williams
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Love Poem
 
I do not dream of you;
you do not lend yourself to rhetoric
but move in calligraphic paths
untraceable with words.
 
I dream of small gray birds
with dark-streaked wings cupped in my hands;
I fling them out to fly,
soft cries and feather-thin,
beating arcs into the air,
leaving barbs and thorns caught in my fingers.
I move between the pain of touch and joy of sight:
the etching of those bodies on the sky.
 
I do not dream of you
but of the mysteries you hold me in,
in feathers, winds, and wizardry,
yet if I spoke
my voice would gleam in hard, bright fragments
you could not hope to catch or comprehend.
 
Samantha Williams
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Mirror Image
 
Standing together
Holding on to one another
we stare at ourselves
Watching our images
Before us
We just look
The love between us
Showing in our eyes
Never saying a word
We just watch
our mirror image
 
Samantha Williams
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Missing You
 
I am missing you
I want to hold you tight
To feel your warm lips kissing me
I can hardly sleep at night
I can't stop thinking of you
True love with all it's might
I am missing you
 
Samantha Williams
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Mistakes
 
I am the sum of my mistakes
I equal all of my failings in life...
Kind of sad, that everything that's me
Is based upon my ridculousness? !
I can't escape any of it, despite
My futile efforts, I sink further into
This abyss, resting upon my difficulties...
 
Samantha Williams
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My Life? !
 
Say goodbye, to all those weak and weary
To those who drift beyond the mortal plane
You shall fight this evil coil, and know
Your life surpassing this violent game! !
 
To live life is to lose your faith in everything
To believe in nothing, and to deny 'you.'
I know that all things are draining me
I know that nothing can ever be true! !
 
For all of this bitterness, and deep sorrow
There is one thing that shall remain........
If love can stand the test of time,
Then I could bear time's cruel regime! ! ! ! !
 
Samantha Williams
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My Love
 
I can only tell you what I feel
and that much I know is real
I can only give you my love
It's not much, not the heavens above!
But it's all that I can give to you
Would that be enough, if it's true?
 
Samantha Williams
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No Longer In Control
 
There were times
When I fell and believed no one cared
When troubles overcame me
And I felt so unprepared
 
Sometimes, I would try and try
But it wouldn't be enough
I just want to give up
Because life could be so tough
 
But you came in
And you lifted me up high
I was so overwhelmed by your love
That I started to cry
 
I know that I am loved
But sometimes I just don't realize it
Even when I thought I was alone
You were by my side, not ready to quit
 
You believe in me and you always have
Yet sometimes I push you away
You wait patiently for me all the time
Even after I was lead astray
 
Your love and your grace
Continue to humble me to my knees
Even when I think I'm alone
You've heard every single one of my pleas
 
You've brought me to the light
And helped me out of my hole
I'm giving my life up to you
I am no longer in control
 
Samantha Williams
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Pain I Feel
 
This pain I feel
It's been here for so long
I was thinking
That it was gone
I feel it in
My heart and soul
I wish it would stop
And go away
It just wont
This I trust
Forever I will have
This pain in my heart
Do you feel this pain
This pain I feel
It's been here all along
 
Samantha Williams
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Perfection In My Eyes
 
All I ever wanted was to be part of your heart,
And for us to be together, to never be apart.
 
No one else in the world can even compare,
You're perfect and so is this love that we share.
 
We have so much more than I ever thought we would,
I love you more than I ever thought I could.
 
I promise to give you all I have to give,
I'll do anything for you as long as I live.
 
In your eyes I see our present, our future and past,
By the way you look at me I know we will last.
 
I hope that one day you'll come to realize,
How perfect you are when seen through my eyes.
 
Samantha Williams
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Prayer's Sin.
 
Everyday I cry myself to sleep
After I prayed for something that'll make me happy
 
I always ask you for a favour
I always ask you for something more
I'm never happy with the things you gave me
I never thanked you for anything
 
I only pray when I want something
You never asked me for anything - you
It all seems so natural, but it isn't
This is the prayers sin
 
I have to stop lying
I have to stop dying
 
I always blame you for the things
Who aren't perfect in this world
No one's perfect, I know that too
But every night I'll still ask you
For something more
 
(the prayers sin, the prayers sin)
 
I only pray when I want something
You never asked me for anything, you
It all seems so natural, but it isn't
This is the prayers sin
 
Samantha Williams
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Sadness
 
Here I sit wondering, waiting, aching
I don't know what to do next
I just want you to want me
Yet that is proving to be complicated
You have your life and then you have me
I guess I am a highlight, perhaps a hiatus
I won't give up though and won't give in
I don't want to feel like everyone else to you
I want you feel like I am a surprise and new
I want you to be ecstatic to see me
And broken hearted to leave me
 
Someday we'll see where this love was meant to go
Hopefully it's soon for the both of us
But if nothing else let's have a lot of fun on the way
Remember I love you and no matter what things may come
I will be here for you even when you feel alone
'Cause I feel alone sometimes too
 
Samantha Williams
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Saying Goodbye
 
I miss him more each day
Yet, there seems to be no other way!
I long to just see his face
lending my life unending grace!
If only we did not have to be apart,
then I would not loose my heart,
each time he has to flee
and I am alone for eternity!
I wish there were a good reason why
we are always saying goodbye!
 
Samantha Williams
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Someday Somewhere
 
I've lost you now
It seems for good
But someday somewhere
It will all be as it should
Broken hearted
I'm filled with pain
But my hopes and dreams
Wont go away
Someday somewhere
My heart tells me
We will find each other
And our love
Would have never ceased
Intell that day comes
I will cotinue to dream
Of that time
Someday Somewhere
 
Samantha Williams
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Thank You
 
I maybe cruel and sometimes very unkind
But yet in me it is always the goodness you find
Tell me why it is that you love me so
I don't deserve your love and this I know
But I am thankful for you each and everyday
I love you so much that even words can not say
So please don't let go or ever give in
To the pressures of this life we live in
We will help each other when we fall
To be at the other's side when we call
I love you so much please don't let go
I don't deserve your love and this dear I do know
 
Samantha Williams
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The Flame Within
 
There is a flame inside of me that can not be touched
It is indeed quite small but it means so much
Always burning and yearning to get free and go wild
Yes it is me, as a small inner child
The one I thought was taken from me
But there she is smiling and waving for all to see
That through all the bad she managed to survive
As a small flame, flickering inside.
 
Samantha Williams
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The Meaning
 
To love is to share life together
to build special plans just for two
to work side by side
and then smile with pride
as one by one, dreams all come true.
To love is to help and encourage
with smiles and sincere words of praise
to take time to share
to listen and care
in tender, affectionate ways.
To love is to have someone special
one who you can always depend
to be there through the years
sharing laughter and tears
as a partner, a lover, a friend.
To love is to make special memories
of moments you love to recall
of all the good things
that sharing life brings
love is the greatest of all.
I've learned the full meaning
of sharing and caring
and having my dreams all come true;
I've learned the full meaning
of being in love
by being and loving with you.
 
Samantha Williams
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The Rose
 
Is it true a rose can really die
no one knows for sure
well heres a verse to let you know
what happens to a rose
 
A Rose Dies Once But Lives Forever
 
Samantha Williams
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Unsaid
 
There are things unsaid
That we will never know
From the passing of time
And a rivers flow
There are two young lovers
That have grown to know
The passing of time
Makes there love grow
Throughout the days
And throughout the years
They hold on tight
To all their tears
And the things unsaid
That they will never hear
From the passing of time
And all their fears.
 
Samantha Williams
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Untitled
 
A true and lasting love is a gift to your heart
It is delicately wrapped with paper made of promises.
The Ribbons and Bows are bound and tied together by faith and trust.
And inside you behold your heart is filled with hopes and dreams
This is what you can have keep it, treasure it.
For this gift eludes many and they search for it their whole lives
and never know what true happiness a lasting love can bring.
 
Samantha Williams
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Waiting
 
How long it had been
That I do not know
But when you held me again
I began to know
That it was all ok
Everything would be fine
And after a while
I would be with you
For all of time
 
Samantha Williams
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When I Met You
 
When I met You
the gates of heaven opened.
The angels sang,
my chains were broken.
 
The birds sang,
sweet sweet summer day.
My heart warmed up,
with Your warm rays.
 
My pain was gone,
my problems solved.
When I met You,
I fell in love.
 
On my knees,
I begged You please.
Stay with me,
and never leave.
 
When I met You,
I felt so good.
You lend me an ear,
when I was misunderstood.
 
You are my dream,
and You are real.
I knew right away,
our love was sealed.
 
Like a thief in the night,
You came to me.
Cleared away the clouds,
now I could see.
 
When I met You,
the gates of heaven opened.
The angels sang,
my chains were broken.
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Samantha Williams
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Why Should I Care
 
Why should I care If no one cares for me
Why do I hold myself down
When I really just want to be free
Why do I say yes
When I really mean no
Why do I hide my feelings
And never let them show
Why do I screw everything up
When it's trully meant to be
Why do I hide behind my skin
Why can't I just be me
Why do I tell you to leave
When I want you to stay
Why do I give it my all
When nothing positive comes my way
Why should I wait
If no one's ever there
All I hear is never true
So why should I care
 
Samantha Williams
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Will You Ever?
 
I don't think you will
ever fully understand
how you've touched my life
and made me who I am.
 
I don't think you could ever know
just how truly special you are
that even on the darkest nights
you are my brightest star.
 
I don't think you will ever fully comprehend
how you've made my dreams come true
or how you've opened my heart
to love and the wonders it can do.
 
You've allowed me to experience
something very hard to find
unconditional love that exists
in my body, soul, and mind.
 
I don't think you could ever feel
all the love I have to give
and I'm sure you'll never realize
you've been my will to live.
 
You are an amazing person
and without you I don't know where I'd be.
Having you in my life
completes and fulfills every part of me.
 
Samantha Williams
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Wings
 
I wish I were a bird flying through the air.
They have no troubles, they have no cares.
They are the free spirits of the sky.
God blessed them with wings and we know not
why.
Why couldn't I have a pair of wings all of
my own.
To soar the skies when I am feeling alone.
They are very special in their own way.
As they fly through the sky and over the
bay.
If I could trade all I have for a set of
wings.
I would give all and everything.
So I too could fly through the air.
Without a thought and without a care.
 
Samantha Williams
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Without You
 
The days are nice
The sun shines bright
But there is no light without you
Flowers bloom
Leaves grow on trees
But there is no color without you
Birds sing
Rivers run
But there is no sound without you
People laugh
Children play
But all is sad without you
Time goes on
Day turns to night
But life stands still without you
People meet
Hopes expressed
But there are no feelings without you
Adventures lived
Experience gained
But there is no meaning without you
Work is done
Time's put in
But there is no value without you
Prayers are said
God is begged
But still I am without you
When all is said
This life I dread
Every day without you
 
RIP  Nadeem  no matter what you will always be in my heart!
 
Samantha Williams
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